Several bridge inspection standards and condition assessment practices have been developed around the globe. Some practices employ four linguistic expressions to rate bridge elements while other practices use five or six, or adopt numerical ratings such as 1 to 9. is research introduces a condition rating method that can operate under different condition assessment practices and account for uncertainties in condition assessment by means of the Evidential Reasoning (ER) theory. e method offers flexibility in terms of using default elements and their weights or selecting alternative set of elements and condition rating schemes. e implemented ER approach accounts for uncertainties in condition rating by treating the condition assessments as probabilistic grades rather than numerical values. e ER approach requires the assignment of initial basic beliefs or probabilities, and typically these initial beliefs are assigned by an expert. Alternatively, this research integrates the Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) technique with the ER theory to quantitatively estimate the basic probabilities and to produce robust overall bridge condition ratings. e proposed method is novel to the literature and has the following features: (1) flexible and can be used with any number of bridge elements and any standard of condition grades; (2) intuitive and simple paired comparison technique is implemented to evaluate weights of the bridge elements; (3) the MCS technique is integrated with the ER approach to quantify uncertainties associated with the stochastic nature of the bridge deterioration process; (4) the method can function with limited data and can incorporate new evidence to update the condition rating; (5) the final rating consists of multiple condition grades and is produced as a distributed probabilistic assessment reflecting the condition of the bridge elements collectively. e proposed method is illustrated with a real case study, and potential future research work is identified.
Introduction
Transportation bridges are critical to cities and societies as they facilitate movement of people and goods on daily basis. Bridge infrastructure is aging and deteriorating and requires attention either immediately or on the short term [1, 2] . To address bridge infrastructure needs, several countries around the world developed and used bridge management systems (BMSs) to store and analyse bridge inventory data and to support the bridge management decision-making process in relation to budget allocation and the selection of efficient maintenance, repair, and replacement (MR&R) interventions. e most important requirement of any BMS is the bridge condition assessment and rating module since condition rating relates directly to safety and serviceability of the structure.
Existing bridges are evaluated by either conducting an analytical evaluation of the load-carrying capacity or performing a visual inspection to rate the condition of the bridge elements. e analytical approach evaluates bridge elements load resistance compared to the applied service loads. e analytical evaluation and rating procedures are documented in codes of practice such as AASHTO LRFD [3] , CAN/CSA-S6-14 [4] , and ENV 1991-3 Eurocode 1 [5] .
e other practices in bridge condition assessment are typically based on the bridge visual inspection process, during which experienced inspectors visit the bridge site to assess the condition of the various elements and assign subjective rating to each element based on extent and severity of identified defects and deterioration.
Several inspection manuals and condition assessment standards are developed by the various departments of transportation around the globe to regularize the bridge inspection and condition assessment process. ese references provide procedures and guidelines to assist bridge inspectors in conducting the inspection and collecting the needed data. In addition, they include guidelines to assist in rating the bridge elements. Among these standards are the ones introduced by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) to manage bridges in the United States, including the National Bridge Inventory (NBI) and the National Bridge Inspection Standards [6] .
e ministry of transportation of Ontario, Canada, developed the Ontario Structure Inspection Manual [7] . It provides descriptions and details of standard inspection procedures. In Europe, several projects had been undertaken to develop bridge inspection and maintenance standards such as Bridge Management in Europe (BRIME), Contecvet, Lifecon, and Rehabcon [8] . Condition assessment and rating methods capable of capturing data collected during bridge inspection and producing robust condition ratings are paramount for the bridge management process.
is research paper introduces a flexible bridge condition assessment and rating method that accounts for uncertainties associated with the visual inspection process. e approach can function with the different bridge inspection standards and requirements and uses paired comparison technique to intuitively assign weights to bridge elements. e method integrates the Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) with the evidential reasoning (ER) approach to quantify uncertainties associated with bridge assessment and rating processes.
Literature Review
Several studies aimed at developing bridge rating methods. Methods for component and system reliability are among the approaches that received acceptance for bridge evaluation [9] . e main purpose of the reliability assessment is to determine the load-carrying capacity of a bridge through estimation of a reliability index β.
e main goal of the reliability analysis is to assess the bridge safety and eventually supporting the bridge management decision-making process regarding maintenance, retrofitting, and replacement interventions. Nowak et al. [10] compared reliability of concrete bridge girders designed based on guidelines of three different codes of practice. Zonta et al. [11] proposed a systematic reliability-based bridge management approach to assist in managing bridges in Italy. Estes and Frangopol [12] reviewed limitations and necessary modifications to condition rating practices and presented a study on how to use available visual inspection data to update reliability of bridges. ey applied the approach to a superstructure of a deteriorating bridge in Colorado. Ghodoosi et al. [13] proposed a reliabilitybased deterioration model and demonstrated how to update the reliability of bridges using ground penetrating radar data. Estes and Frangopol [12] discussed that the reliability methods are powerful for quantifying risk and uncertainty, but they require a large amount of input data to perform the analysis. ey also pointed to the fact that nondestructive testing and ground truth condition are needed inputs to perform reliability analysis, but these data are not available for every bridge.
Other studies focused on developing condition rating methods using available bridge inspection data and addressing subjectivity and uncertainty associated with the bridge visual inspection process. Researchers used fuzzy logic to address subjectivity associated with the use of linguistic expressions typically used for rating bridge elements. Tee et al. [14] were the first to propose a fuzzy weighted average approach. ey developed membership functions to depict fuzziness in linguistic rating expressions. e data for the membership functions were collected through a questionnaire survey distributed to bridge engineers and inspectors from the state of Indiana and the neighbouring states. Further research was built on the principles of the fuzzy weighted average approach and introduced the integration of multiattribute decision-making techniques and fuzzy logic to rate concrete bridges [15, 16] . A multilayer fuzzy synthesis assessment model to evaluate bridge damages was proposed in the literature. Five grades were selected for the multilayers: nondamage, light damage, moderate damage, severe damage, and unfit for service [17] .
Artificial intelligence was investigated as a potential approach to enhance bridge condition assessment and condition rating. Li et al. [18] assessed the feasibility of using neural networks in bridge condition evaluation and proposed five subnets neural network for the deck, the superstructure, the substructure, the channel, and the overall evaluation. Cattan and Mohammadi [19] discussed that conventional statistical models and fuzzy-based methods were not successful in mapping between the subjective condition rating and the analytical evaluation of bridges. Alternatively, they used neural networks to map subjective ratings and bridge parameters and to compare subjective to analytical bridge ratings. Sobanjo [20] used neural networks to perform bridge condition rating. e network was trained to produce a condition rating based on inputting the age of a bridge in years. Case-based reasoning (CBR), a branch of artificial intelligence, was proposed in the literature to assess bridge deterioration and forecast future conditions. e underlying principle of the CBR is building a library of cases that can be used to solve a new problem if the new problem is similar to one of the cases in the database. Specific limitations of the CBR approach were identified, such as difficulties in retrieving similar cases especially if the library does not include sufficient cases, and complexity of developing a library of cases in a specific domain that can be used for case adaptation [21] .
Wang and Elhag [22] reviewed fuzzy logic and neural network applications in bridge condition assessment and discussed that these approaches have limitations related to modelling uncertainties associated with the subjective ratings of bridge conditions. is can be attributed to the observation that fuzzy logic and neural networks may not provide a full description of the various levels of the overall assessment of a bridge structure. ey discussed that the fuzzy inference model represents bridge condition rating and assumes that the condition ratings comply with the fuzzy number addition operation. In addition, the multilayer fuzzy synthesis assessment model requires bridge experts to subjectively assess each bridge element to single assessment grade with 100% confidence.
ey also discussed that the neural network models require significant amount of bridge inspection data to establish the mapping between inputs and outputs. Alternatively, Wang and Elhag [22] proposed the ER theory to model uncertainties inherent in bridge subjective assessments as an enhanced bridge condition assessment approach. e ER method produces distributed final overall assessment offering a panoramic view of the bridge condition ratings.
ey illustrated the ER method implementation with a hypothetical case study. Deng et al. [23] proposed the use of the D number with the ER method to perform bridge condition assessment and used Wang and Elhag's case study to demonstrate and validate their approach. Moufti et al. [24] proposed defect-based bridge condition assessment method based on the fuzzy hierarchal ER approach. ey developed the needed membership functions based on defect severity levels defined by the Ministry of Transportation in Quebec.
Despite the significant effort to develop condition assessment and rating methods, further research is still needed.
e literature review identified potential research areas that require further investigation, including (1) condition rating methods typically focus on one of the current practices in bridge condition assessment in term of selecting the assessment grades, choosing the breakdown of the bridge structure into elements, and selecting weights of these elements. A review of current practices (discussed in a later section) identified difficulties in standardizing bridge condition assessment process. In response, flexibility in condition assessment and rating methods needs to be enhanced; (2) the primary step in the ER method is defining the basic probability assignment (BPA). e BPA represents the confidence assigned to a certain proposition and reflects to what extent the existing evidence may support the proposition. e BPA values are usually assessed subjectively by an expert. A formal quantitative approach to estimate the BPA can enhance the process; and (3) the ER method uses either an analytical or a recursive algorithm to combine the various evidence. e literature lacks for studies to compare both algorithms performance when applied to bridge condition rating problem.
is research proposes a flexible ER-based bridge condition rating method that attempt to address the above first and second limitations. Future work may expand on the current research to study and compare the performance of the analytical and the recursive algorithms.
Bridge Inspection and Condition Assessment
A thorough review of bridge inspection manuals shows that different countries in the world have implemented different bridge inspections and condition assessment guidelines. However, in principle, all these practices stem from the same method, which is the periodic visual inspection by welltrained teams of inspectors to assess conditions of the various bridge elements. Several initiatives in many countries in the world have been undertaken to develop and enhance bridge condition assessment practices. e FHWA established the National Bridge Inspection Standards to standardize the process and guide inspectors in reporting conditions of bridges on the public roadways [25] . e FHWA introduced a program to translate bridge condition data of commonly recognized bridge elements consistent with the National Bridge Inventory (NBI) condition ratings format [25] .
e program helped the different states to report bridge inspection results to the NBI and enabled the use of the collected data in bridge management. e NBI rating system is based on a 0 to 9 scale to rate the elements while the final overall condition rating is reported in one of three categories: good, fair, and poor [3] .
In Europe, a BMS known as BRIME (Bridge Management in Europe) was developed by the national highway research laboratories in the United Kingdom, France, Germany, Norway, Slovenia, and Spain [5] . e purpose of the project was to unify bridge management practices in these countries. Other European countries worked individually to set their bridge management standards. For instances, Denmark BMS uses bridge rating of 0-5 to describe bridge damage [26] , and the Swedish Road Administration uses a rating scale of 0-3 to describe the condition of the bridge [27] . In Canada, the Ministry of Transportation in Ontario developed and used its own structure inspection manual [4] .
e manual adopts a four-level rating system: excellent, good, fair, and poor. For each element within the bridge, the inspector assesses and records deteriorated quantities of the different elements as an area, length, or unit based on the geometry and nature of the inspected element.
e assessments are mainly developed based on inspector's visual observations and the use of some nondestructive testing to identify and quantify the extent of deterioration and defects. en, the elements conditions are aggregated into an overall condition rating of the bridge structure. Table 1 shows some of the current inspection manuals and refers to the publishing agency and the rating system adopted by each manual. e different bridge management practices varied in identifying recognized sets of bridge elements for inspection purposes and the weights assigned to these elements also varied from one practice to another. e AASHTO Guide Manual for Bridge Element Inspection introduced a complete and flexible set of bridge elements as an attempt to satisfy needs of the different departments of transportation in the United States.
ese elements were designed to capture all the components necessary to manage the needs of the NBI and to facilitate the utilization of the BMSs developed by the departments of transportation [28] . e various states in America selected specific sets of elements to be considered in their BMSs and assigned weights to reflect the relative importance of the elements. For example, Wang and Elhag [22] referred to the 13 bridge elements used in New York BMS and the assigned the weights as shown in Table 2 .
e FHWA reviewed the shortcomings of the NBI and started an initiative to standardize data collection. ey developed a "Commonly Recognized (CoRe) Structural Elements" manual, which included definition of elements and Advances in Civil Engineering 3 measurement units of 3-5 standardized condition grades, and suggested maintenance intervention for each condition grade. In 2010, the FHWA noticed specific issues associated with the implementation of this manual by the various departments of transportation, mainly related to inconsistencies in definition of condition grades and differences in the selected elements for inspection [25] .
Proposed Method for Bridge Condition Rating
As discussed, bridge condition assessment is based on periodic visual inspection conducted by well-trained and experienced inspectors. However, the different practices adopted different condition assessment grades and specified different elements for inspection. e ER approach provides a suitable platform to develop a bridge condition assessment method due to its flexibility in incorporating any number of uncertain factors and ability to function with available limited data. Hence, the approach does not impose any limitations on the number of condition assessment grades or the number of bridge elements. In addition, the ER method is flexible to use different assessment grades for each element of the bridge if needed. e proposed method in this research utilizes paired comparison technique to enable the assessment of relative weights between the different bridge elements. e utilization of the paired comparison technique along with the ER method enables the application of the proposed method to any of the existing bridge condition assessment practices or standards. e expert is required to specify the bridge elements, and then, the method can assess the relative weights through an intuitive pairwise comparison procedure. e proposed method introduces a new approach to assess the BPA quantitatively through the implementation of MCS. e final step in the proposed method is using the analytic ER algorithm to combine the basic probability assignments into an overall belief function reflecting the condition rating of the whole bridge structure. e sequence of the various steps of the proposed method is shown in Figure 1 .
e following subsections explain the main steps of the proposed method. 
Identifying Bridge Elements and Assigning eir Weights.
Typically, any bridge consists of three major components: deck, superstructure, and substructure. In addition to these major components, several other elements are recognized. For instance, New York BMS breaks down the bridge into 13 elements as shown in Table 2 . Examining the several bridge elements can be costly and is not always feasible due to limited resources and accessibility issues. e proposed method focuses on the three major components: deck, superstructure, and substructure. ese are the default components included in the proposed method, as described in Figure 1 . e components are divided into default elements for inspection and condition assessment purposes. At the same time, the method provides exibility to revise the set of Advances in Civil Engineeringthe default elements, so bridge engineer can identify specific important elements to be included in the assessment process.
Within the proposed method, the bridge engineer can either choose to use the standard weights assigned to the various elements used by their agency, such as the weights adopted by New York BMS (Table 2) or to produce the elements weights based on experience. In the latter case, paired comparisons can be used to extract the expert judgments and to evaluate the elements weight. e proposed approach is designed to be simple, intuitive, and flexible. To explain the approach, the bridge deck is used.
e deck consists of six elements, namely: (1) the wearing surface, (2) the sidewalk, (3) the topside, (4) the underside, (5) the curbs, and (6) the expansion joints.
e bridge engineer needs to fill each block in the matrix, such as the one provided in Table 3 , to compare the two corresponding elements in pairs and to select the more important one. For instance, when the deck topside is compared to the wearing surface, the topside is more important, and the letter C is provided in the corresponding block in the matrix to reflect this judgment. If both elements have equal importance, then both elements are selected, such as the case in Table 3 , where the bridge engineer assessed the expansion joints and the curbs to have the same level of importance.
e provided judgments can be translated into weights for the various elements depending on the frequency of selection of each element. e weight for each element is the frequency of the element selection divided by the total number of paired comparisons (15 in this case). For example, the wearing surface was selected 2.5 times (half time as one of the selections was shared with the expansion joints) so the weight is 2.5/15 yielding a weight of 0.17. Table 4 shows weights of the deck elements.
Selecting Assessment Grades and Assigning the Weights.
As discussed, a variety of assessment grade and standards have been used in practice to rate the condition of bridge elements, including numeric rating scales such as 0 to 5 or 1 to 9 and linguistic expressions such as excellent, good, and poor. Our review of inspection practices (summarized in ey provided a formulation to assess the weights associated with any number of condition grades as in the following equation:
For example, if the bridge inspector uses five condition states ranging from State 1 (brand new condition) to State 5 (worst condition), the weights are 1, 0.75, 0.5, 0.25, and 0 for condition States 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively. Ontario BMS adopted similar approach to the one developed by Roberts and Shepard, but the number of condition states was fixed to four (excellent, good, fair, and poor) and gave flexibility to the decision maker to assign the weights to these grades [30] .
e proposed method here implements a default set of condition states and allows for using alternative condition states if necessary. e default condition states are excellent, good, fair, and poor, and the weights assigned to these four condition states are 0.9, 0.7, 0.45, and 0.15, respectively. ese condition states and weights were recommended by bridge engineers during interview conducted to solicit their agency bridge management practices. At the same time, the proposed method provides flexibility to select different grades and weights.
ER Framework and Analytical Assessments Integration.
e ER theory uses belief structure as an effective approach for modelling uncertainties since the structure has probabilistic nature and has the ability to function even in case of missing data or ignorance [31, 32] . While implementing the ER theory, it is assumed that a frame of discernment (θ) is identified to include all the hypotheses under consideration where these hypotheses are exhaustive and mutually exclusive. Also, in this theory, it is assumed that with more evidence available, the hypothesis gets closer to the more precise possibility. e main concept in the ER theory is the BPA. e BPA is formally defined as the degree of belief in a subset of θ mapped over the interval [0, 1]. e BPA is denoted by m, 
Another important concept in the ER theory is the traditional D-S rule of combination. is rule aggregates two basic probability assignments m 1 (B) and m 2 (C) into a joint probability m 1-2 (A) estimated as follows:
where A ≠ Ø and m 1-2 (Ø) � 0.
To support the multiple attribute decision analysis requirements, the ER traditional rule of combination was further extended and two algorithms were developed, namely, the analytical and the recursive ER algorithms [33, 34] . It is discussed in the literature that the analytical ER algorithm provides flexibility in aggregating a large number of attributes. In addition, its nonlinear features have been proven [22] . e analytical algorithm is implemented in this research.
e ER technique uses a distributed modelling framework to represent various quantitative and qualitative characteristics. Each characteristic is to be recognized with a set of assessment grades and a degree of uncertainty represented by a degree of belief. e distributed assessment model can evaluate element's condition with more than one grade, but the total degree of belief needs to sum up to 1. For assessment integration purpose, the ER combination rule is utilized to aggregate the attributes of the various elements contributing to the overall condition assessment of the bridge structure [33] . Utilization of the ER approach for condition assessment starts with identification of the various elements that are part of the bridge and their weights that reflect their importance in the overall condition rating. en, the basic probability masses (BPAs) of the various assessment grades for each element must be determined. After that, the analytical ER algorithm can be used for assessment aggregation of the different factors or elements. e frame of discernment considered in this study contains N assessment grades as follows:
where H Poor is the worst condition grade and H n corresponds to the best condition state. First step in the analytical ER is to convert the degrees of belief associated with the various assessment grades for each element to basic probability masses. e probability masses are calculated based on the relative weight of the element and the degree of belief in each assessment grade. It is assumed that the bridge structure includes I elements. Equations (5)- (15) below show analysis of the basic probability masses [35] :
where m n,i is the basic probability mass of the bridge element, w i is the bridge element weight, and β n,i is the belief degree of the bridge element.
where m H,i is the probability mass assigned to the whole set H and is divided into two parts, m H,i and m H,i .
where m H,i is produced by the relative importance of the bridge's elements and m H,i is due to the incompleteness in bridge assessment. e analytical ER equations can be used then used for aggregating the assessments obtained from the various elements of the bridge structure. Equations (10)- (15) shown below are used for computing the aggregated overall assessments [29] :
where k is the normalization factor of the analytical ER algorithm.
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where β n and β H stand for the overall belief degrees of the aggregated assessments assigned to the assessment grades H n and H, respectively. Equations (14) and (15) above are used for normalization purpose of the combined probability assignments into overall belief degrees.
Quantifying the Basic Probability Assignment Using Monte Carlo Simulation.
e BPA is a fundamental concept of the ER theory. It reflects the degree of belief in a subset of the frame of discernment. In case of bridge condition assessment, the frame of discernment contains all the possible condition states that an inspector can rate the bridge elements with. e total belief is proportionally mapped to the different elements by assigning a BPA to each bridge element reflecting the element condition rating. en, the ER rule of combination (the core of the ER theory) is applied to combine the different BPA values. As discussed, the BPA is typically assigned by an expert. e expert assessments are subjective and can suffer from inconsistencies inherent in implementing human judgments and experience. Two different experts may review the same inspection report and assign two different probabilities to the reported condition rating of an element. Alternatively, the proposed method uses the MCS technique to quantitatively assess the BPA value based on the data reported in inspection reports.
e MCS is a stochastic technique to quantify uncertainties in a system or a model. e technique generates several possible scenarios by running any computational algorithm for hundreds or thousands of iterations to produce several possible outcomes. In each iteration, the simulation follows a standard procedure to generate random values of the uncertain variables. en, all the generated possible outcomes are produced as a probability distribution with statistical analysis of the results. From the probability distribution, the probability of having the outcomes within any possible range of results can be identified.
A condition index model is needed to run the MCS and to evaluate probabilities of the different condition grades.
e concept of health index (HI) implemented by Department of Transportation in California [29] is adopted for this purpose. e HI is based on assessing the remaining asset value of a bridge or network of bridges using bridge inspection results. Its rationale is that the asset value of a bridge element drops as the element deteriorates with time to lower condition states. On the contrary, the element asset value increases when maintenance or rehabilitation actions are performed to enhance the element condition rating. Building on this concept, a bridge element HI can be estimated as a weighted average of the different quantities of the elements and their condition states as follows:
where Q i is the quantity of the element inspected and assessed to be in the condition state i, W i is the weight assigned to the condition state i, Q total is the total quantity of the bridge element, and W new is the weight assigned to the element when it was in a relatively new condition. As an example, the inspection report indicated that 100 m 2 of the girders surface area is rated as good and 80 m 2 is rated as fair, and then using the default weights, the HI is calculated as follows:
e estimated HI can be assigned to a condition state by specifying a range of HI for each condition state. e proposed ranges for the different condition states are assigned to be consistent with the weight of each condition grade. For example, if the HI is above 85, then the element is in excellent condition; if less than 45, then the element is in poor condition; while 65 to 85 is good; and 45 to 65 is fair. In the above example, the bridge beams are exactly at the border point between good and fair condition states, and it is not clear how to rate them. Hence a more sensitive approach to quantify risk is needed.
e MCS can be implemented on this model to estimate the BPA values by building several scenarios for the HI while varying the weights assigned to the different condition ratings. e simulation technique accounts for uncertainty in defining the weights and provides stochastic analysis for the HI. e frequency of having the condition index in each condition state range estimates the probability of having the element in that condition state.
e MCS approach can quantitatively estimate the basic probabilities of the different condition ratings to be assigned to each element, which assists in eliminating the subjectivity associated with the ese basic probabilities can then be input into the ER algorithms to combine them and generate the overall bridge condition rating.
Case Study
e proposed method in this research is demonstrated with a case study. e data for the case study is extracted from bridge inspection report. e condition ratings used by the inspector are the four standard condition grades utilized in the proposed method which are poor, fair, good, and excellent conditions. A bridge engineer was requested to analyse the inspection report and to submit the needed paired comparisons to assess the elements weight. e technique is illustrated in the proposed method section, and the weights of the various elements of the bridge are shown below in Table 5 .
To assess the probabilities associated with the di erent condition grades, the MCS is performed.
e XL Stat software is used to run 10,000 iterations for each bridge element.
e simulation assigns random values for the di erent condition grades to represent the weights associated with the corresponding condition grades. en, the HI is estimated as per (16) . is process is repeated 10,000 times, and the nal statistics are produced by the software in form of tables and graphs. Figure 2 shows the MCS results for the bridge deck. e frequency of having the HI in each condition grade compared to the total number of iterations re ects the chance of having the element in the corresponding condition rating. For instance, for the bridge deck, around 2,500 iterations produced an HI in the range of fair and 7,500 iterations produced HI in the range of a good condition state. As a result, the bridge deck topside had a 25% chance of receiving fair rating and 75% chance of receiving good rating. e MCS is performed for all the bridge elements, and the basic probabilities produced are shown in Table 6 .
Since the BPA values and elements weights are determined, the ER analysis can be performed. e ER analytical algorithm can be applied for assessment aggregation and overall beliefs calculation. e details of the calculations are illustrated with a sample numerical example for the assessment of the bridge substructure. e steps below show the calculation process for the degrees of belief, which illustrate the main steps needed to estimate the overall condition of the bridge. Substructure component with its abutments and piers elements is considered for calculation demonstration as shown below. e Piles element from the piers substructure component is considered rst with the following distributed assessment and weight: Step 2. Calculate the probability mass assigned to the whole set H: e data in Table 7 show the grade probability distribution of the various elements.
Step 3. Aggregate the basic probability masses from the various elements for each assessment grade:
Step 4. Normalize the combined probability assignments into overall belief degrees: ( Figure 3 show the overall condition assessment of the piers element of the bridge. However, for overall condition assessment of the substructure component, Steps 1 to 4 need to be repeated for the abutments elements. Table 8 shows the basic probability masses of the abutments elements. After performing Steps 3 and 4, the normalized overall belief degrees of the abutments element are found to be the following: {(Poor, 0.29), (Fair, 0.49), (Good, 0.23), (Excellent, 0)}.
e overall condition assessments of the piers and abutments are combined for overall substructure condition assessment (Figure 4 ). e same steps are preformed on the bridge deck and bridge superstructure to nd their overall conditions. en, the condition assessment of the bridge deck, superstructure, and substructure are aggregated to assess the overall condition of the inspected bridge. Overall, the bridge was assessed to be in poor, fair, and good conditions with 26.93%, 42.66%, and 30.41% probability, respectively, as shown in Figure 5 . e obtained combined distributed assessment is a definite enhancement over evaluating the bridge elements individually or evaluating the overall condition with a single numerical index. e bridge deck, a major element of the bridge structure, and its elements in this case are in good conditions, which individually may give a misleading assessment of the bridge overall condition and the urgency of maintenance needs. However, the elements of the bridge superstructure are mostly in poor condition, impacting the overall condition of the bridge, which clearly indicates that the bridge requires maintenance intervention.
Summary and Conclusions
Based on reviewing bridge inspection manuals and practices, it is clearly noticed that inspection standards and guidelines vary from one country to another and may even vary in the di erent states or districts within the same country, despite the fact most of the practices rely mostly on the same approach of visual inspection for data collection. In addition, it is widely reported in the literature that results obtained from bridge visual inspection are inevitably uncertain and subjective. e current research contributes a exible condition rating method that can function with di erent bridge inspection standards and guidelines and account for uncertainties inherent in the visual inspection process. Generally, uncertainties in the bridge condition assessment are addressed using either fuzzy logic or probabilistic analysis.
e fuzzy logic quanti es subjectivity associated with using language expressions for condition ratings while probabilistic analysis focuses on randomness and uncertainties associated with quantifying the condition rating. e bridge deterioration process is stochastic in nature, and probabilistic analysis can better depict stochastic behaviour. e proposed method uses the analytical ER approach that treats condition assessments as probabilistic assessment grades.
e method integrates the MCS technique with the ER approach to enhance bridge condition rating by eliminating subjectivity in assessing the initial degrees of belief. e MCS method quantitatively estimates the BPA values that are aggregated by means of the recursive ER algorithm to produce a robust overall condition rating of the bridge structure.
e proposed method can enhance bridge condition assessment and rating processes because of the following reasons: (1) flexibility in aggregating any number of basic probabilities assigned to any number of bridge elements and condition grades; (2) flexibility in defining the bridge elements and assigning the weights. e weights can be used as the default weights defined within the proposed method or assessed by the decision maker through the intuitive paired comparison technique; (3) the approach allows for incorporating new evidence as new inspection records become available; and (4) both the MCS and the ER are probabilistic techniques that are suitable and consistent in modelling uncertainties associated with the bridge condition assessment process.
e proposed method requires the expert input in certain cases, especially if the expert decided to use different parameters other than the ones embedded within the framework, such as when the expert decides to revise the weights of the bridge elements or condition grades. In this case, subjective assessments are needed. e intuitive paired comparison technique is implemented to assist the expert in estimating the different elements weights in a systematic way. Further work to study the uncertainty in the assigned weights to the different elements can enhance the proposed method. Other future research directions can include (1) to study the implementation of the recursive ER algorithm in bridge condition assessment and to compare its results with the results obtained from the analytical ER algorithm, (2) to compare the probabilistic ER analysis with the fuzzy-based methods, and (3) to apply the proposed method on more case studies and other civil engineering applications.
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